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The tsunami has swept everything away--including Kenta s most prized possession, his soccer ball.
When tragedy strikes Kenta s small village in Japan, he does all he can to hang on to the things that
matter to him most. But amidst the chaos of an emergency evacuation brought on by the tsunami,
Kenta and his family must quickly leave their home, taking with them only the barest necessities.
Climbing to safer ground, Kenta watches helplessly as his prized soccer ball goes bouncing down a
hill and gets swept away by the waves, never to be seen again.that is until it washes up on a beach
on the other side of the world, into the hands of a child who takes it upon himself to return the ball
to its rightful owner. In this evocative picture book, Ruth Ohi s glowing art transports the reader to
Japan with gentle images that offer reassurance amidst the background of an environmental
catastrophe. Inspired by true stories of personal items being washed ashore thousands of miles
away after the tsunami of 2011, Kenta and the Big Wave is about the...
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Reviews
This ebook might be worthy of a read, and far better than other. it was writtern really flawlessly and useful. I found out this pdf from my i and dad
recommended this ebook to learn.
-- Pr of. Ruben D'Amor e PhD
Absolutely essential go through ebook. It typically does not cost a lot of. I realized this publication from my i and dad encouraged this publication to
discover.
-- Ma llie O ndr icka
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